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lndoor Air euality

SOME RESIDENTIAL ANSWERS

Despite fears to the contrary, r,esidential buildings can be made
energy efficient without'sacrificing the quality of the indoor air

David T. Harrje, ph.D. Kenneth J. Gadsby
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exhaust, With this "closed air system" and
a low temperature exhaust, use of a con-
ventional ôhimney is unnecessary. The air

inf iltration loss associated with the
chimney is thereby eliminated. The indoor
air quality (lAQ) box is also checked ìn

Table 1, since no back drafting, with ex-

haust spillage of pollutants into the house,
cân take place with these designs.

The lower energY requìrements,
which result from the use of superinsula-
tion, means that heating unìts can require
a much smaller output. Electrical heating,
e.g., using a high efficiency heat pump'
is another choice for supplying the re-

duced heating needs and naturally re-
.tuires no chimney, and hence also results
. a tighter building enveloPe.

Window SYslemsr Low energY loss
uvrndows (and doors) are ânother logical
choice for energy efficient house designs
(or as a retrofit to existing housing, where
the present windows require more than
storm windows to achìeve energy goals).
Associated with better windows are bet-

4'.q types, which squeeze the seals4, or
Yn improved sliding seals on double-

hung and slider window designs. Con-
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Figure l-Detailed time history of the air exchanger rate in six zones of a bilevel

house using a constant conc ntration tracer gas system

cern for sealing around the window ls

often as important as the wìndow choice
itselfs, and must be part of the "total

house design".
Controlled Ventilation: The last item

in Tabte 7 is controlled ventilation. The
question mark in the energy column-is
because the desired values chosen for
controlled ventilation are often hìgher than
the values we live wilh in today's homes.

Figure 1 illustrates the ventilation varlability

thàt air infiltration dependent ventilation
provides to a house6. These measure'
ments employed the latest constant con-
centration, tracer gas equipment t0
êvaluatë individual rooms in this bilevel

home.
The individual roorn rates are shown

to fall bélow 0.1 of an air change per hour
(ACH), i.e., of the order of 2 cfm, 20 per'
òent ót the 10 cfm per room rate specified
in ASHRAE Standard 62-1981, Ventilation

for Accëptable lndoor Air QuatityT,
Therefore, if we increase the ventilation
rate to the 0.35 - 0.50 ACH, currently con-
sidered to be appropriate air exchange
rateS, the energy levels will actually in-

crease substantially during some portions

of the year7.
lf ìmproved ventilation rates are

desired, then the increased building
envelope tightness associated with each

rates,
The benefits of controlled ventilation

are very evident when
use periods occur durin
designed aìr-to-air heat
house with a tight buildi
keep the ventilation rate from exceeding
desired ventilation values during those
times when wind- and staclcdriven air in-

filtration would normally cause excessive
ventilation ratese.

One alternative method to achleve
the desired ventilation rates makes use of

controlled exhaust ventilatiÔn with the ad-

dition of heat recovery via a srñâll heât
pump in the exhaust.
energy is aPPlied to
heating. This aPProach
popular in Scandinavial
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IAQ
tilation is a year-round need, as is the
heating of domestic hot water, the needs
balance and high efficiency is achieved.

lndoor air quality
Ventilation and building tightness

clearly are important in obtaining accep-
table indoor air quality, but overriding
these conditions is the question of
sources of pollutants in the home. Source
control is the first line of defense. Keep-
ing the sources out of the living space,
or using local exhausts to immediately
remove the pollutants if they are gener-
ated within the spaceT, are the preferred
approaches. Dilution of the pollutants with
ventilation air cannot take care of high
source strengths, such as in radon-
plagued houses, except at a high energy
penalty. Every effort must be made to limit
the use of materials within the living space
that degrade the indoor air quality. One
example is materials that outgas for-
maldehyde such as certain chip boards,
paneling and furniture.

A knowledge of how the house func-
tions under natural ventilation conditions
is important to source control efforts. As
illustrated in FÌgure 2, and emphasized in
the,ASHFAE H andbook of Fundamentals
Chapter 22, air tends to enter our homes
near ground level, and leaves the house
near the roof during the heating season
when the stack effect is dominant. Con-
sidering outdoor pollutant sources, this
means the area immediately surrounding
the house is critical. Use of pesticides, ter-
mite controls, herbicides and fertilizers
around the house perimeter can provb to
be the first step in introducing these con-
taminants into the indoor environment.
Storage of such chemicals should be
remote from the living space.

ln addition, paint thinners and other
volatile organics, including hobby-related
materials, vaporize into the air because
of non-perfect seals on their containersl.
For this reason, care should be also ex-
ercised as to where these materials are
stored. The precautions do have minor
energy implications in that remote storage
can f ree interlor areas for other actrvities.

Figure 3 points out another connec-
tion between the living space and pollu-
tion sources. The attached garage is often
treated differently, from an energy loss
standpoint, than other eKerior areas.
Seals on the door from the house to the
garage often aren't of the same quality as
those of other exterior doors. The wall in-
sulation level and weather treatment may
also be inferior to other exterior surfaces.
Ducting may pass through the garage
space, treat¡ng the garage as internal
space.

Each of these design/construction
shortcomings can adversely impact
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"Stack Effect"
The Way A House

Breathes

Avoicf Use of lnsecticides,
Plant Sprays, Termicides,
Etc;, near Perimeter

Consider Storing Gasoline, Fertilizerg lnsecticides, Etc'
Separate from House (lAe), Releases lnterior Space (e

Figurc 2-lnfluence of stack effect flow on entraining pollutants

l {

Treat Wall to Garage As outside wall

A- Full lnsulation.(Q
B. Qual¡ty Door Seals (Ð & (tAO)

A E|¡minat€ Basement Leaks (Ð A 0AO)
D. Eliminate Duct/Ventllation Connection (E) & (lAO)

Flgure 3-Pollution involvement with the garage

Rldge Vents

Natural Buoyancy

No Pow€r Use (E)

(E) & (tAO)

,l
Att c

Eveness to Assure

Control of Roof

Temperature and
Local Moisture (lAO)

Foil Cover

To Limil

Radiation to
lnsulatlon (E)

Liiîit Materials

fhat Outgas (lAQ)

SoffilVents

Natural Stack Action

Vent lnterior and
BasemenUCrawlspace

(Ð & (tAo)

Venting Attic
Living Space and

Basement/Crawlspace

Flgure 4-Removal of pollutants can be aided by naturel stack flow

Fan Vent

Living Space

Basement Crawlspace
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energy loss. Each can degrade indoor air
qual¡ty. Any relaxation in the treatment of
envelope tightness means that air can
move more readily through the envelope,
carry¡ng with it auto fumes, gasoline
vapors, plus volatiles from other stored
substances in the garage.

ln addition, leakage in the duct work
passing through the garage area can
either pressurize the garage, forcing
pollutants into the Iiving space (through
the envelope openings just mentioned);
or ìf ihe leak is on the return side of the
forced air system, the pollutants will be
drawn dìrectly into the living space12,
The design approach is to avoid all duct-
ing in this often polluted area, and to treat
the seals and other envelope components
with at least the same respect as any ex-
terior wall. Allowing auto exhaust to vent
prior to garage door closurei and avoiding
toxic substance storage in this zone of the
house are highly recommended.

Removal of pollutants from various
zones of the house can be aided by
natural stack flow. Examples are shown
in Figure 4 where the air passing through
the vertical stack is heated by the living
space causing it to exhaust to the outside.
Placing openings at the ceiling level will
mean exhaust of warm house air during
the heating season. Passive controls of aL
tic air involves soffit vents and ridge vents
with the possible addition of foil covers to
channel flow and/or limit radiation heat
transfer While such passive systems may
prove successful part of the year, our
varied climate also would predict that in-
terior stack exhausts will be ineffective
under other weather conditions and
therefore crrtical areas such as kitchens
and bathrooms should have mechanical
ventilation available when needed.

The radon concern
Unfortunately, one needs to be con-

cerned with more than man-produced
pollution. Radon gas is one component
of soil gas and is an environmental factor
that must be dealt with. Radon gas
decays into radioactive progeny that build
up in concentrations within the home and
have a definite negative health impactl ,

Although the radon concentration level
below which no remedial action ìs

deemed necessary is still being debated
(ASHRAE 62-1981 recommended 0.01
working levels or two pico Curies per
literT, but more recent recommendations
from the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements, NCRfl
places these values at 0.04WL or 8
pCi/L)13, it is clear from the preliminary
national surveys that millions of homes ex-
,:,eed these limitsl .

The best way to control the radioac'
: ;e radon progeny (which emit alpha
radiation that is linked to lung cancer) is
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DENSE MINERAL WOOL
EXTERIOR INSUI.ATION

AIR MOISTURE BARRIER

PERFORATED PIPE RIVERBED GÊAVEL

COMMUNICATION UNDER THE SI.AB

Figurc S-Schematic of basemenUcrawlspace, showing construc-tion elements .
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lncreasêd Alr lnfiltration

Ouct System Leakâga and,/or Out of Balance

Flgure 6-The balance of air ducting and ventilation
influences pollutant levels in the house

Rn

to limit or eliminate the radon gas from
entering the structure. Previous tests have
pointed out that source strength of the
radon dominates the individual house
situation, and that in high radon locations
ventilation rates of individual homes are
only a secondary factorl3'14.

To provide the house with the best
desìgn features, one would wish to: limit
any radon or other soil pollutantsls pene-
tration, try to avoid solutions that require

long-term energy expenditure (e.9., fans
that must run constantly to remove the
radon gas), and not comPromise the
energy use in the house. One source of
radon entry is in the water supply ìn some
areas of the country. Equipment to
remove such radon is commercially
available.

The most prevalent source of radon
gas, however, is via entry of soil gas
through cracks and other openings in the
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basement, crawlspace or slab. The con-
ventional wisdom for prevention is to seal
all cracks in these areas. Unfortunately,
this is easier said than done. Experience
has shown that missing even minor
cracks in the sealing process com.
promises the entire radon reduction effort.

Furthermore, houses are dynamic in
the sense that minor movement takes
place throughout the year Unless the
sealant adheres perfectly to the concrete
floor or walls, is able to flex with the
seasons and even has the attribute of be-
ing sellhealing, new cracks will quickly
reappear. Sealants that can meet these
needs are being developed for this retrofit
challenge, but first every effort to avoid the
problem should be made in our new
housing stock. One point that should not
be overlooked is that sealing air leakage
sites in the building envelope alters the
pressure distribution within the house.
This can result in less tendency to draw
in radon soild gas by reducing the stack
effect.

Stopping radon entry
Figure 5 points out a suggested

design approach to avoid radon entry into
the house, and at the same time control
energy losses in basements and crawl-
spaces. First, floor and wall constructions
are recommended to be poured con-
crete, Hollow block wall construction of-
fers an easy path for radon to move into
the building structure, and presents a dif-
ficult challenge to possible retrofit solu-
tions should radon problems be en-
countered.

ïo avoid future cracks in the concrete,
wire mesh should be part of the concrete
design. Wire mesh should also bridge the
corners between walls and floor Beneath
the floor is a low perm membrane to fur-
ther discourage soil gas containing radon
f rom proceeding into the building.
Beneath the membrane is a gravel layer
using riverbed gravel, if possible. The
round riverbed gravel allows for freer
movement of the soil gas under the foun-
dation, as well as offering a friendly envi-
ronment to the airlvapor retarder (no
sharp edges to penetrate the membrane
as with other types of gravel).

Within the gravel bed are lengths of
perforated pipe to further assure free soil
gas movement under the entire poured
concrete floor. ïhe ends of these pipes
are just beyond the perimeter of the foun-
dation. On the exterior of the walls of the
basemenVcrawlspace a layer of dense
mineral wool is suggested. This material
performs three functions. lt provides the
desired high level of insulation, while
diverting any water (approaching the
walls) down to the gravel bed. lt also can
perform the function of relieving any soil
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gas pressure so that soil gas can move
freely to the outside atmosphere.

Costs are not excessive for this base-
menUcrawlspace design approach. ln
some areas of the country, it is already
routine to pour walls of concrete, rather
than stack blocks, because costs are
basically the same. The procedure also
directs itself to avoiding water problems
in the basemenVcrawlspace area, at the
same time it attacks the radon entry
problem.

The use of exterior insulation retains
the thermal storage aspect of the con-
crete mass, and places the insulation
such that basement/crawlspaee plumb-
ing is at interior temperatures (contrasted
with living space floor insulation which
causes basemenucrawlspace tempera-
tures to drop, resulting in possible pipe
freezing problems). Further insulation be-
neath the foundation and floor may prove
desirable in northern locations where soil
temperatures cause significant heat loss
through the floor (especially near the
perimeter).

ïhe design lends itself to a "fall back"
position. lf radon levels have not been
controlled to concentrations less than the
guidelines, then an exterior blower can be
installed at the end of the perforated
pipe(s) to remove the radon-rich soil gas
from the gravel bed. This procedure main-
tains the subslab at slightly negative
pressures. Any air leaks through the slab
are from the living space or base-
ment/crawlspace, Subslab depressuriza-
tion has proved very successful in reduc-
ing the radon concentrations in existing
homes where sump or drains within the
house are used to accessthe gravel bed.
The presence of the perforated piping
also allows one to introduce a tracer gas
to check for leaks in the slab in one final
effort to avoid the blower solution that in-
volves long-term energy expenditure.

System imbalance

Moving to the interior of the house,
air duct system operation can directly in-
fluence both energy use and indoor air
quality. System imbalance can lead to
pressurization in some zones and depres-
surization in others, as shown in Figure
6. The case of the garage ducting was
mentioned previously. But as the figure
points out, pressurization in the living
space can mean forcing moisture laden
air into wall systems and attic, while at the
same time depressurization in the base-
menVcrawlspace area encourages higher
radon and other soil pollutants to flow in-
to that zone.

lf the pressures are reversed, in-
creased pressure in the basement can
reduce radon gas influx. ln the living
space, negative pressures encourage

cold air drafts and comfort problems, but
this can
building
includes
and retu
be balanced in the various rooms, ano
that all rooms in the house are suitably
ventilated so that indoor air quality can be
achieved.

ïhe use of the air mixing and circula-
tion characteristics of the duct system can
also have a positive influence by making
certain that the pollutants are not allowed
to build up in one limited zone in the
house, but rather makes use of the entire
house volume. One example is the bed-
room area where carbon dioxide will build
up during the night if natural infiltration
fails to provide the desired ventilation rate;
e.9., see the bedroom air exchange rates
in Figure 7. Operation of the central
blowe¡'even on a periodic basis, can be
used to make the air in the total house
volume available to the occupants. ln this
mixing process, temperature uniformiÇ is
also enhanced. This means improved
comfort and relief of cold (or hot) room
conditions which often results in windows
being opened, with resultant energy loss.

Conclusions

Energy conservation measures can
compliment the achievement of improved
indoor air quality in our homes. The ma-
jor energy savings measures to limit con-
duction losses, increase heating Berfor-
mance and reduce losses through win-
dows all have an improved buildinb tight-
ness component. When controlled venti_
lation is desired, it is essential that the
building possess a very tight envelope,
and therefore air exchange rates on the
order of 1.5 ACH at 0.2 inches of water
are desiredlo. Thus the energy saving
actions directly couple with the provisioné
for controlled ventilation in the home.

ln order to deal with many of the in-
door air quality problems a knowledge of
how the building functions is esseñtial.
It/aking use of local exhaust in those
areas where pollutants are generated and
minimizing intrusion of the pollutant
sources into the living space are the best
ways to proceed. Source control must
always be the first priority, with ventilation
dilution the next method to use.

rort ii9:?iins ,"#',ä.,i
design phase of a new home, care must

time limit energy use. ¡
See page 64 for the references
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